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Peter Caty/ The Mirror

Senior star Jean Fauchet slide tackles an Albany opponent on a Wednesday night game during the first day of school.

New Buildings. New residential colleges. New
dining options. An overall theme of newness and
change brings life to Fairfield's campus as students,
faculty and staff welcome the 2010-2011 academic year.
According to an article from "The Connecticut
Post," Fairfield welcomed 925 members to the class of 2014.
This was a large increase from last year that, according to
the Fairfield University fact book, reported 837 full time
daytime students.
This year also marked the first year that Fairfield
became SAT optional during its admission process, allowing applicants to submit their scores only if they wanted
to. This new approach in admissions helps to demonstrate
to future applicants that Fairfield looks at an applicant as a
whole person, including grades and extracurricular activities, and not just as a number on a standardized test.
Not only has the freshman class experienced change,
but the sophomore class has experienced a new situation
in their housing experience as well.
According to a speech given by Father von Arx
at a housing assembly, almost 80% of Fairfield
sophomores are participating in the existing
k
and newly designed residential colleges.
These residential colleges include: Ignatian
Residential College, Creative Life Residential College, Environmental Life Residential College, Leadership in the Ignatian
TraditionResidentialCollege,andService
for Justice Residential College.
Each residential college offers
their students a chance to participate in a
community of living and learning based on .
the values of each of the different programs.
. With the creation of these new residential
colleges, the need for new housing became an
issue. To help accommodate these students, the
old Jesuit Residence was transformed into
42 Bellarmine, the newest addition to
campus housing.
However, this newest residence is not the end of the housing
construction process. Still to come is the new apartment
complex being built in the Village, a new residence hall in the
Quad, and the rearrangement of the Dolan commons into
apartment-style living.
Each project hopes to make the housing situation at Fair-

Fairfield Turns Back On Perlitz's Victims
BY ALEXANDRIA

IIFIN

NEWS EDITOR

Paul Kendrick battled the sweltering heat last Wednesday as he stood at his alma mater's entrance, offering
pamphlets to cars arriving on campus. His intent is to raise
money and awareness to aid the victims of the Douglas
Perlitz sex scandal in Haiti, something he feels Fairfield is
ignoring.
Perlitz, an alumnus of Fairfield and 2002 recipient of an
honorary doctor of laws degree, as well as commencement
speaker has been arrested for and pled guilty to having sex

with eight underage boys.
Since the arrest, the school has been shut down and
Kendrick believes that Fairfield has abandoned the victims
left behind. "Do I not feed a man at my door because he may
trip on my stairs on the way out and sue me?" said Kendrick,
an allusion to the University's actions in Haiti out of possible
bad media attention.
He is asking for two dollars per day for the 20 boys
abused at Project Pierre Toussaint, an amount that has not
been met by Fairfield. In an email titled, "A Visible Presence,"
Kendrick asked President von Arx to join him "in the blistering heat" Wednesday at the edge of campus to help spread

awareness. The money would cover the ration of food for the
boys that day, rice and beans.
Von Arx was not present nor did he respond, none of
the other administrators on the email list joined Kendrick either. According to The Connecticut Post, Fairfield spokesmen
Nancy Habetz, who was also sent the "Visible Presence,"
email said, "This is the first day of class for the fall semester,
and the University community's responsibility is to focus on
opening day activities and the students' educational experience."
She continued, "The
University continues to
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Top 10 Reasons
to Join
THE EIMIRROR
The Fairfield Mirror news organization
was founded in 1977, merging two
existing student publications into one
independent entity. Today, The Mirror still
stands as the major independent news
source for the University community.

10. I LOVE TO WRITE AND SHARE
TOPICS THAT APPEAL TO OUR
STUDENT BODY

9.

ITS THE BEST WAY TO
IMPROVE MY
WRITING SKILLS

8. I LOVE THE SENSE OF
ACCOMPLISHMENT WHEN I SEE
MY NAME AND WORK PUBLISHED
7. TO HEAR AND LEARN FROM
(FACULTYADVISOR) DR. SIMONS
CRITIQUE ON THE WEEKLY ISSUE
6. TO BOOST MY RESUME
5. I LOVE WORKING HANDS ON
WITH SOMETHING CONCRETE
THAT THE WHOLE CAMPUS

READS
4. TO GAIN EXPERIENCE THAT
WILL HELP ME IN A FUTURE
CAREER
3. A GREAT WAY TO BECOME
UNIFIED WITH THE UNIVERSITY
2. FREE PIZZA EVERY
WEDNESDAY 6:30P.M.
1. WE USE TEAMWORK TO
PRODUCE AN AWARD-WORTHY
PAPER
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<*fcr interested i
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Faifield Turns Back On Perlitz's Victims
1991
1992
Graduates
Fairfield

First Haiti
voyage

1997
Granted funding
to found project
Pierre Toussaint

1999
Village Pierre
Tousaint is
officially a
residential facility
Chris Simmons/ The Mirror

Dissapointed protestors outside courthouse in New Haven Connecticut.
work with the Haiti Fund Board and others to find ways to
ing to get away from this thing," he said.
reopen the facilities in Cap-Haitian and help support the
According to Kendrick, when he first approached
children who have been affected by this tragic situation."
the Vice President of Administrative and Student Affairs,
Mark Reed, in 2008 about Perlitz being fired and getting
Rama Sudhaker, Fairfield University's Vice President
of Marketing and Communications, said to "The Connecti- information out about what was going on in Haiti to the
cut Post" on Friday, "The discussions are ongoing, I wish I Fairfield community, "they all put the shutters up." He
continued to say, "Reed tried to disparage me to members
could tell you they have borne fruit but that's not the case
at this point."
of The Mirror."
She said the school is looking for a more permanent
Also on the administrative side Kendrick reports that
solution, and they continue to work with the Haiti Fund
von Arx has "done nothing." He also notes that Habetz was
which served as "Perlitz's funding arm," to find groups
a big fan of Perlitz, and like others was in denial. "In all of
that could assist in reopening the school.
,r her press releasej^she kept saying 'young men' these were
children, minors."
Accompanying Kendrick on Wednesday was Louis
Elneus, a Haitian native who runs a nonprofit, providing
He adds, "Why doesn't the president of the university
textbooks. Elneus told The Connecticut Post that regardwant to do something? Where is the faculty? Where are
less of the ties that the University has to the program, they
the alumni saying 'are you kidding me?'" In regards to
legally may not have an obligation to help the victims.
Fairfield awarding Perlitz in the past for his 'humanitar"But there is a moral obligation here," he said.
ian' work, "We paraded him around, and then as soon as
It was the first time the gentlemen met face to face
we get some scandalous news, we all run, we all take off."
after much e-mail and telephone correspondence, said
Kendrick did not go out looking for trouble, he met
Kendrick, "He does great work, I really want to spend
Perlitz in April of 2003, through a volunteer trip and somemore time with him." Elneus works with 19 schools in
one mentioned there was a Fairfield alumni working, from
Gonaives, often the refuge for people of Port-au-Prince.
there they were introduced.
Kendrick has also tried to reach out to the Alumni
The two had lunch and met a few times, he was
Association through email. He alerts the members that,
shown the school and Kendrick was drawn to it. "How
"FU Alumni Director, Janet Canepa refuses to publish
could I help?" he remembers asking, yet Perlitz and Father
our pleas for help, or, for that matter, any news about the
Carrier weren't interested. "Father Carrier is an odd guy."
abuse of children by Perlitz, in the alumni newsletter." He
As far as the fundraising efforts are progressing
encourages the recipients to forward the email in order to
among the Fairfield community aside from the adminspread awareness.
istration, Kendrick remains disappointed. Among the
Project Pierre Toussaint has many ties to the Unitwenty or so alumni reached who are either prominent
versity, including the head of campus ministry, Rev. Paul
members, or members of alumni clubs, "the only one who
responded said, 'unsubscribe,'" he said.
Carrier who was suddenly and without much explanation
Kendrick has asked von Arx to treat these children
removed, and is no longer involved in public ministry.
Carrier served on the Board of Directors as well as spearthe same way that Fairfield Prep students would be
headed funds for the school. His exact whereabouts today treated if they were abused. "You'd give them professional
are thought to be somewhere in Fairfield County.
counseling and in a way, this is our counseling," he said
"The school has now been closed for 18 months,
regarding providing them with $2 a day. In the meantime,
when they told Carrier to remove himself from the Haiti
Perlitz sits in a Rhode Island prison, awaiting his Decemfund that was April 2008, you don't have to read between
ber 21st sentencing.
the lines to know that the provincial and von Arx were try-

Welcome Back
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

field more appealing to its students by creating more attractive housing options and more space for its residents. Due to
the large incoming class and the unfinished housing projects,
35% of freshmen are in triples this year, according to statistics
of the freshman class reported by the representatives of Residence Life at a First Year Experience training session.
Although this number may seem high, throughout the
summer and into the school year Residence Life begins the
"detripling" process for some of the students.
Not only is the housing situation different for students
this year, but dining options are different as well. The newly
designed Stag dining area in the Barone Campus Center

2002
Gave Com
mencemt
Speech at
Fairfield

Fairfield

UNIVERSITY
September 8
2008
Fairfield authors letter
defending
Perlitz

2001-2008
Raped 8
Haitians

2007
Cyrus Sibert
Breaks Story;
Investigation
Begins
September
2009
Perlitz is indicted by
Bridgeport
Grand Jury

April 21
2010
2nd Indictment
of 24 Charges

1

allows for more seating and a new grilling area called, "The
Original Burger."
The Fairfield University campus is constandy in motion,
a dynamic environment for students, faculty, staff and visitors that hosts projects that are completed, still in progress,
and yet to be initiated.
So to the freshman class, welcome to a school that
has deep traditions and history yet still opens its doors to
change, and to the sophomore, junior and senior classes,
welcome back.

December,
2010

FINAL SENTENCING
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The Residence Hall that Almost Wasn't
BY CHARLOTTE ADINOLFI
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

42 Bellarmine Rd., what was the old Jesuit Residence
and is now the Creative Life Residential College was still
under construction as the summer came to a close.
Despite the building's appearance, Assistant Dean and
Director of Residence Life, Karen Donoghue, remained opti
mistic about its completion.
"In the back of my mind, I always knew it would open
by sophomore move in," Donoghue said. "But, I must say
there were some moments that I really hoped my mind was
not messing with me."
With ongoing construction through the summer
months, the residence hall was set for a completion date
a few days prior to sophomore move in. Donoghue said
that weekly meetings took place to ensure student
spaces were being constructed as had
been discussed. The information was
then passed on to the rest of the
Residence Life Staff.
As Donoghue learned

more about the project during the summer months, work
began to shape into something that was more than originally
planned for.
"It was an extensive renovation," Donoghue said. Renovations ranged from all new windows, heating/cooling units,
full painting and recarpeting, closet renovation, roofing,
paving, landscaping as well as all new furniture.
This was all done to ensure that once the 140 students
moved into the building, they would have suite style living:
a common bathroom with three other roommates, a kitchen
on every floor,' three common longue areas, two study
lounges and a multi-faith prayer space.
Members of the Residence Life Staff who would be
working with the Creative Life Residential College were
skeptical of the completion as well. Assistant Director of
Residence Life and Area Coordinator for the building, Tara
Rupp, said that the renovations came down to the wire.
"At one point I did wonder if the RA's, Father Mark and
I would be moving our things at the same time
as residents," Rupp said.

"Luckily, we were able to move in a few days prior to everyone's arrival on Monday so we could prep the building for
move-in."
With residents now completely moved in to 42 Bellarmine Rd., they can enjoy the Residential College and pursue
the Creative Life goals of integrating fine arts, theater, studio
art and media into their daily lives. Despite their ability to do
so, the building may have a few maintenance issues along
the way. Resident Assistant Tom Saporito said he felt the
building could be more accurately named as a result.
"Right now the building is named 42 Bellarmine Rd.,
which is just an address, but with all the maintenance that is
going on, we should call the building 'Don,' the Maintenance
Guy," Saporito said.

Yuri Sendzimir/The Mirror

Mirror Cleans House At CSPJ Awards
Stags Walk Away With 15 Out Of 16 Awards
BY ANNIE ROOMY
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

Looking to cover campus and cover it well, The Mirror
strived and succeeded in reporting on what is important
at Fairfield University as it won 15 awards from The Connecticut Professional Chapter of the Society of Professional
Journalists (CSPJ) in the college journalism sections.
CSPJ is a well-known journalism organization established in 1904 that has been awarding competitive newspapers in Connecticut for their accomplishments for years.
This year, judging was done by professional journalists in
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Washington State.
Journalism professor Kenn Venit of Quinnipiac University
and Al Terzi of WFSB-TV presented the awards to the numerous newspaper winners.
Last year's editorial team of senior editors won both first
and second place in the Editorial/Op-Ed Opinion Column
category with their pieces, "Fairfield should have helped
Haiti months ago," and "Independence at risk."
Two Fairfield journalists won both prizes in the
Features category. Staff writer Jack McNamara TO took
first place with his piece, "More than just a red polo," that
illustrates the inventiveness of Fairfield's Resident Assistants
in campus dormitories. John Padovano TO received second
place for his sports feature "Mens lacrosse team adopts a
little stranger."
In the General Column and General Reporting categories Dan Leitao '11 and Lily Norton TO took second place
• with their column "Stag-style commitment." Norton also
took first place for her general reporting piece "Environmental activists fight construction plans" that covered the
protests on the deforestation of campus nature.
Cleary's "University, local leaders tied to Perlitz indictment" and Simmons' "Perlitz detained without prejudice"
tied for second place in the General Reporting category with
coverage of the Fairfield alumni, Doug Perlitz, scandal
Fairfield swept the Sports Reporting category with the

uuters
GENERAL
REPORTING

1st Lily Norton "Environmental Activists fight
Construction Plans"
2nd Tom Cleary "University, local leaders tied to
Perlitz indictments"
2nd Chris Simmons
"Perlitz detained without
prejudice"

NEWS PHOTO
1st Peter Caty "Village
Construction"
2nd Peter Caty "Gunshots at last call"

EDITORIAL
1st Ed Board "Fairfield
should have helped Haiti
months ago"
2nd Ed Board "Independence at risk"
FEATURE

1st Jack McNamara
"More than just a red
polo"
2nd John Padovano
"Mens lacrosse team
adopts a little stranger"

B.c^_

FEATURE PHOTO
1st- Peter Caty "Got Nuggets?"
2nd- Dan Leitao "Fun Day
at the Beach?"
Honorable- Peter Caty
"Monk'ing Around"
GENERAL
COLUMN

2nd- Dan Leitao & Lily
Norton "Stag-style Commitment"
SPORTS PHOTO

2nd- Peter Caty "Flying
high"
Honorable- Peter Caty
"Another Weekend, Another Test"

SPORTS STORY
1st- Keith Connors "A
Coaches' World"
2nd- Tom Cleary "Fairfield's Kid Overcomes
Life-Threatening Injury"
Honorable- Chris Simmons "Just Short"
Honorable-Tom Cleary "A
Freshman in Name Only"

solid coverage by sports editors Keith Connors TO, Tom
Cleary '10 and Chris Simmons '10. Connors secured first
place with "A coaches' world" and Cleary received second
place with "Fairfield's kid overcomes life-threatening injury."
Two honorable mentions were also given to Simmons' "Just
short" piece and Cleary's "A freshman in name only."
Photo Editor and current Editor in Chief of The Mirror,
Peter Caty '11 dominated in all photo categories. Winning
both first and second place in the News Photo category,
he depicted Fairfield news in its best light with "Village
Construction" and "Gunshots at Last Call." His first place
photo "Got Nuggets,"won for Features. Caty also received
an honorable mention for his capture of the Tibetan Monks
who visited the campus in the spring in his photo "Monk'ing
around." Dan Leitao '11 took second place with his "Fun Day
at the Beach" photo.
As this year's editor in chief, Caty was extremely proud
with the outcomes and expressed a hefty amount of anticipation for next year's CSPJ competition. "The Mirror does so
well in these contests because we attract students with excellent writing skills and creative minds and this is the place
where those students can hone in and utilize those skills in a
way that their shown in the best light," said Caty.
He is happy to be involved with such a great team and
excited for future opportunities. "When you get published
you get noticed and winning these awards only publicizes
our paper more," he said
The Mirror's long-time faculty adviser, Prof. James
Simon of the English Department noted the prize-winning
journalism came during a year when the staff faced months
of controversy over a "He Said" column about The Walk
of Shame. The paper changed several of its polices and
dropped the column as a result.
"Maybe adversity does bring out the best in people,"
Simon said. He said the paper succeeds at different levels:
as a place for students to get pre-professional training, gain
new computer skills and enjoy a fun social setting.
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WVOF Offers Alternative to iPod
BY STEPHANIE LEE
STAFF WRITER

Are you tired of the same 100 songs
that play on iTunes shuffle? Are you looking
for easy access to new and contemporary
music to listen to? Are you new to Connecticut and need to find "your
station"?
Well, here is a simple
solution to all of your
problems: 88.5FM WVOF,
the student run radio
station on Fairfield's
campus, and has been
described by students
as "hot stuff"!
Some may
remember the station
from the Activities Fair,
seeing that it is quite
likely that sifter you
signed up to join the
team for the free t-shirt
and Frisbee, you may
have realized that a guy
in a gorilla costume was
watching your every move.
Others have lived on campus
long enough to have tuned in
at least once, if not frequently. But
for those students out there that have
foolishly deprived themselves of the station's glory, The Mirror will give you a quick
breakdown.
WVOF gives local broadcasts 24 hours
a day with a variety of different shows and
songs. Aiming to please the diverse student
body here on campus, the team strives to
appeal to everyone through the constantly

changing palette of music and entertainment on the station. During the course of the
day, you could hear anything from hip hop
to gospel or heavy metal to Celtic. And for all
of you sports fanatics out there, WVOF likes
to be considered the "Snuggie of coverage,"
and makes sure to get the scoop of many of
the Fairfield sports events, including the
basketball, lacrosse, baseball and
soccer teams.
None of these suit your
interest? Then make your own!
The crew is open to all new
show ideas and welcomes all
who wish to join. Freshman,
Brian "CrazySox" Gillespie,
expresses his excitement saying,
"I can not wait to get my very own
show, and expose Fairfield University to all of my indie finds."
Out-

side the big picture however, WVOF is just
doing what they love, and hoping the school
community loves it too. The team works
hard to show that the station is real, that
they do not just
play the
prerecord^^tM
Bkh^
ed
songs
of the
rich

and the famous, but throw in the personality
of peers you could see here, right on campus.
You listen to real people and receive
real entertainment, never knowing exactly
what you are going to get. "The station is like
a buffet," Kevin Tellie, the station manager,
says. "There's a whole bunch of choices and
flavors. If you like it, you can always go back
for more, and if you don't, then you can put
it to the side."
Still not convinced of switching your
ways? Maybe the free giveaways and contests on the station will help to convince
you. Previously, WVOF has given away
tickets to bands, such as the Counting
Crows and The Scientists, free t-shirts, and
free CD's. And to assure the students stay
involved, the team is lining up ideas for the
students to attend concerts in New Haven
or New York City, as well as having other
little, but fun, events at The Levee or other
places on campus.
So, put down your iPods and tune in to
your college radio station, any day, at
any time! Who knows, maybe
you will stumble upon something you love.

MEET US AT THE

t Companions ESS2

powered by Eastern Mountain Sports

First Year Student Retreat
Start college off the right way with a
spiritual retreat in the Ignatian tradition.

3-DAY MUSIC & OUTDOOR FESTIVAL

SEPT Z4-2BL 201D / LOOH MNm / LIHCOLN NH
Campion and Bonzaga Halls:
Friday, S&pt 17-Saturday Sept 18
Regis and Jtaguos Halls:
Saturday Sept Wz.Sunday Sept 19

The Gaslight Anthem
Dr. Dog, !!! [Chk Chk Chk], Javelin, The Walkmen,
Eli "Paperboy" Reed and the True Loves, and more!
Unified Bouldering Championships Pro Tour Finals
UCi-Sanctioned Cyclocross Race
Event schedule subject to change
Tickets can be purchased at noreaster.ems.com or in-store.
I

Cost of retreat is $45, with financial assistance available for
those who qualify.
For more info., contact Kevin Donohue, Campus Minister,
kdonohue@fairfield.edu
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COLLEGE STUDENTS
20% OFF WEEKEND PASSES
camping. Discount code: "college!"

Fairfield
Turnpike Shopping Center
203-334-7006
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Welcome Back Stags

HOME OF ^THESPECIAL"
1/2 LB. OF 100% WHITE MEAT C I1IC KEN NUOOETS, HAND

UUT AND COOKED TO PERFECTION, SERVED WITH A PORTION
OP FRIES. INCLUDES

FREE 16oz, FOUNTAIN SODA $5.66
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Loyalty
Program
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Open Daily!
Monday- Sat 8am to 8:30pm
Sunday 9am to 5pm
NOW A<(EPTIN(; YOUR STA(;CAHDI
OPEN DAILY

- BREAKFAST - LUNCH - DINNER

2074 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE (NEXT TO MOBIL ON-THE-GO)
PHONE: 203-870-8444
FAX: 203-870-8441
(JARI)EN(ATERIN(J.NET
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Fairfield Changes
Harrassment
Policies
BY AMBER NOWAK

Page 7

Bookstore
introduces
Rent-A-Text
BY KRISTEN GOLEN
SPORTS EDITOR

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Last Decemberthe Academic Council called for a review
of the current harassment policy. The meeting resulted with
the establishment of a new set of policies and procedures
concerning discrimination and harassment accusations
involving students.
In light of the filing of a sexual harassment charge
last fall against The Mirror by four student protestors of the
Oct. 1 "He Said" column, Professors Debra Strauss, Marcie
Patton, James Simon and Dean Thomas Pellegrino decided
that it was time to review the current policy.
The column tided "The Walk of Shame" used highly
controversial language to discuss the topic of hooking up
from a male perspective, and students Bradley Fay, Shawne
Lomauro, Jen Martin, and Kenni Nwajagu each filed claims
of harassment against The Mirror.
The new Non-Discrimination and Harassment Policy,
which is located on page 39 of the Student Handbook, is
intended to allow for more clarity and accordance between
protecting freedom of expression and protecting the right of
those who may feel offended by defining broad terms such
as harassment, sexual harassment, and discrimination.
It further details the procedures for dealing with these
issues. Under the new policy, mediation is stressed as the
first step in handling such a complaint. If a further step is
required, the appeal will proceed to a board of trained mediators designated to hear complaints of this nature.
Dr. Debra Strauss, who acted as Chair of the subcommittee, is pleased with the outcome. She said, "I believe that the
new policy should help alleviate the problem that gave rise
to the formation of this subcommittee, by striking a balance

The Mirror: Interview with Barbara Farrell: The Fairfield
Bookstore Manager
Barbara Farrell has been the key ingredient to the success of Fairfield University's bookstore for the past 14
years. She has been a bookstore manager for Follett over
the past 35 years. She comes into the office for the 9 a.m.
opening and leaves at 5:30 p.m., although some days she
works arduous hours up until 8:30p.m.

between the academic freedom, freedom of expression and
the rights of individuals to enjoy the benefits of the academic and social community, without the interference and
insensitivity of others."
Dean Pellegrino commented that he felt it was a terrific
outcome. "On a college campus what the students brought
crystallized the difference between harassment and free expression," he said. "When issues arise, people that handle the
issues realize and understand that there is a balancing act involved. What is unique [about this policy] is we were explicit."

Fairfield Not LGBT Friendly
but that doesn't necessarily mean
that it doesn't happen."
Administration seems to
believe heavily in diversity and is
known for their efforts on trying
to diversify Fairfield University with
the support they give to groups, and
events they present on campus to
students such as Diversity Week.
FUSA President, Eddie Muniz, is
right on board with adding and accepting diversity on Fairfield, but he
added an

the statement to be completely true."
Along with being named #19 on
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Even though administration
but what about the ones that go un"I think that Jesuit Institutions
has their work cut out for them with
noticed, or are hidden away, such as
are playing catch up with accepting
diversifying the University's camthis one? What about rankings that
and integrating a lot of the groups
pus and student body life, Muniz
attract negative attention?
is ready to take part and help unify
that have been discriminated against,
"I wouldn't say that it's nonbut I can say that Fairfield has made
Fairfield.
friendly but I personally don't
significant improvements from the
"As the leader of the student
know any of the support that we
80's and 90's when there were chants
body, I hope to work with Fairfield
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Cianchette,'ll said upon hearing the
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news of the newly stated rankings. "I
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have never seen any unfriendliness
said. "Overall, I believe that Fairfield
all Stags feel like this is their home."
specifically targeted at gay people,
can still do more, but I don't believe
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TM: Describe a typical day...
BF: Every day is different; I never know what will be
asked of me or my staff because the faculty and students
always have different needs each day.
TM: What is the percent of titles available for the students to rent?
BF: Currently the title use is 37%. On average that is
pretty good because it is very new to Fairfield. As we
move forward we will expand with titles each semester.
TM: Since you have been working here for 14 years I am
sure that you have pet peeves that students continue to
do, what are they?
BF: They don't know what we do! Possibly because it
could be poorly publicized, but we buy back books every
single day that we are open. Our main value is customer
service, that's what I think that we do best. If students
buy a packaged book that is wrapped, only open it if you
are certain that you will be keeping it for the class. There
are no refunds for books that were originally wrapped.
I also wish that the students would please keep their
receipts for returns!
TM: Any tips on how students can prevent their books
from being stolen?
BF: I always try to hint to kids how to be safe with that.
If the students identify their books in a unique way they
could lessen their chances. They should pick a page
number in every book that they own and write a certain
word somewhere that if special to them, rather than
simply write their name on the first page since that can
easily be crossed out by someone.
TM: Why did Fairfield decided to make this the first year
of using the Rent-A-Text process?
BF: Mainly because we are responding to the market.
Follett is currently piloting it in over 20
stores. We wanted to make sure that we had the process
down before bringing it to Fairfield. This process can be
complicated with transmissions and capturing information, however,
we are anxious to finally provide this service.
TM: Approximately how much have the students saved,
as a whole, by using Rent-A-Text?
BF: As of last week Thursday we save students over
$120, 000 by offering text rental.
TM: What is your biggest concern with Rent-a-Text?
BF: The major concern is that students will not bring
books back on December 18! They need to realize that
they will have to pay 75% of new the book's new price
and then an additional 7.5% penalty..That's one expensive book!
TM: Will Fairfield definitely continue to use this process
for the upcoming year?
BF: This process of renting will not go away, why would
it? We hope to expand the amount of titles that can be
rented. If a student's book has a lifespan of four semesters, it's a good deal. Renting is a great deal. However,
if it is a book that is an over one semester course, that
would not be a good deal. You would have to pay more
and you aren't going to own.it so there's no buy back.
TM: Why can only certain books be rented?
BF: It is predicated on the life of a text and whether it
is going into an out of print edition. Also, the book has
to be at least $14.95. Also, if books carry an access code,
are packaged at the store, or are lab books, students can
only buy these books.
TM: Why should Fairfield students shop at the bookstore?
BF: If a professor changes his/her mind, we are right
here to get you what you need efficiently and promptly.
If there's a missing page or you find something of
profanity written in your book you can absolutely bring
it back for a new one. We are here to make things go
smoothly for the students and faculty at Fairfield. We
listen, understand and we can help quickly!
TM: Thank you!
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SIGN UP TODAY FOR ■ ■■
Flag Football

ts?

Outdoor Soccer
Wiffle-Ball World Series

Go to
foirfield.edu/athletia/
athjntramurals
to register your team!

Co-Ed Volleyball
Golf Tournament
Tennis Singles Tourney -*
Outdoor Field Hockey

SEE BELOW FOR OUR
COMPLETEINTRAMURAL
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From the Department of
Recreation

Questions?
Contact:
Will Dunn Intramural G.A.
Phone: 203-254-4000 ext 2607
E-mail:
fairfield.intramurals@gmail.com

2010 Fall Intramural Calendar
FALL SEMESTER
Divisions

Registration

Registration

Captains

/Levels

Begins

Deadline

Meeting

Event

Open

Sept 1

Sept 15

Flag Football

League

M -A/B

Sept 1

Sept 15

Soccer

League

M/W/C

Sept l

Sept 15

Sport

Format

Late
Fail

Fee

League

W

Sept 1

Sept 15

Wiffle-Ball World Series

Tourn

M/Co-Ed

Sept 1

Sept 15

None

Tennis Singles

Tourn

M/W

Sept 1

Sept 15

None

Indoor Women's Lax

League

W

Sept 27

Oct8

Oct 8 - 5pm Oct 12

$10

3x3 Indoor Hoops

League

M/W/C-A/B

Sept 27

Oct 8

$10

Floor Hockey*

League

Oct25

Nov8

5x5 Basketball*

League

M/C - A/B
M/W/C - A/
B

Oct25

NovS

Billards (8-Bail)

Event

M/W

Oct25

Nov8

Table Tennis

Event

M/W

Oct25

Nov8

Oct 8-5:30 Oct 12
Nov10 Nov
14
5pm
Nov
Nov 10 - 5:30 14
Nov
None
20
Nov
None
20

Volleyball
Outdoor Field Hockey

Mid
Fail

Begins
Sept
26
Sept
19
Sept
19
Sept
19
Sept
19
Oct 23
Sept
26

Forfeit

None
Sept 16
5pm
Sept 16
5:30
Sept 16
6:00
Sept 16
6:30

Golf

Early
Fail

Play

League

Co-ed

Sept 1

Sept 15

-

$40
$20
$20
$10
$10
$10
$10

$20
$20

None
None
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Our Decision

A

As an independent student run newspaper, we at The
Mirror aim to provide our audience with proper coverage of student life. From serious news, to controversial
opinion pieces, breaking sports stories, interesting
entertainment pieces and humor. After all, a newspaper
would not be fun to read if there was nothing funny in
it. The next question needs to ask what is funny, what is
appropriate, and what is right or wrong to print.
In this week's issue you will see a column that has
been slightly controversial (understatement) in the past.
For all of the incoming freshman, the column He Said/
She Said was taken out of The Mirror in the Fall of 2009
because of offensive subject matter. The subject of "The
Walk of Shame" was taken too far and certain people
found it offensive.
To some, bringing back the column would not be

For thefirst time students can rent their textbooksfor the semester. Have an opinion? Send it to opinion@fairfieldmirror.com.

too smart since it has been such a fragile subject, but to
others, the reincarnation of the column brings hope that
The Mirror hasn't lost its cool. Since our student news-

Wish I'd Known That: Party Rules 101
Rv DAN
riAN I
FlT&n
BY
LEITAO

paper is a representation of the entire student body, it

MANAGING EDITOR

would not be fair of us to ignore both sides.
Therefore, the new He Said/She Said 2.0 is not simply
a reinstatement of the customary He Said/She Said,
but a new idea. We've chosen a format that clearly illustrates the satire, which was always the intent of the
original He Said/She Said. In order to fully show the
humor behind the column, we switched the roles of the
columnists. The male writer will now write the female
perspective and vice versa.
The purpose of the gender reversal of the He Said/
She Said 2.0 is to explore the concepts our culture has
taught us about the opposite sex and also the preconceived notions we may have about how our counter
parts think, feel and act. We expect that as mature adults
we'll be able to laugh at ourselves and embrace the comedy in our behavior instead of arguing about accuracy,
sexism and stereotyping. We believe that reading the
column is a personal choice not a punishment and that
the commentary should be taken with a grain of salt. If
you can't laugh at yourself, you're in self-denial.
As always, if the reader wants his or her opinions
heard, come to The Mirror meetings held every Wednesday at 6:30pm in The Mirror office in the Lower Level
BCC. The views of our readers are important to us.

Freshman: You have all heard the song I Love College.
Asher Roth gives you a few rules to live by and the most
important one is don't pass out with your shoes on. Here
are some more rules to help you navigate the Fairfield party
scene so you can stay classy and not be way too trashy.
Don't take the free beer with you
The first sign of keeping it classy is how you show
up to a party! Everyone has tagged along with a friend of
a friend to a party before, not knowing who lives there.
Those who throw the party should always expect uninvited
people to show up. But as an uninvited guest, try not to
draw attention to yourself. And since Fairfield parties do
not have a cover charge, you are there on the party-thrower's dime. There is nothing more trashy than being the guy
pocketing beers on your way out of a party especially when
you don't know the person living there. Pack some beers
before you leave your place. Don't steal from a party where
the drinks are free.
Get out, or at least get out of sight
When it comes to hooking up at parties, there are
different levels of classy and trashy. Most will argue the
classiest approach is to save it until after the party, fust
remember, this is not high school. You don't have to get
home before your curfew. You are trashy if you hook up in
the middle of the party where people must walk by to get
to the keg or the bathroom. You are certainly trashy when
you're engaged in anything more than kissing. Making out
can be okay if it's done in good taste, but when those hands
start roving, don't get a room - just go home. Another group

THE MIRROR welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted in person at BCC 104, by
email at opinion@fairfieldmirror.com
All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print or
on www.fairfieldmirror.com
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and
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"Do I not feed a man at my door because he may trip on my stairs and sue me?"
- Paul Kendrick referring to the University's absence in providing Haitian aid
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under chronic hook-up offenders are the people who drink
so much that they think they are hidden. To all of you, we
can still see you behind that book shelf even if you're drunk.
The classiest approach is to ask the girl to dinner after the
English class you have with her.
It may be war, but keep it civil
When it comes to drinking games, most people keep
it civil. While they may rave about their last great game
or subtly mention that they have not been beaten in five
weeks, drinking games are meant to be fun. Feel free to
argue about if it is Beirut or Beer Pong, what an Ace is in
'Kings,' or even how much beer to fill a cup in 'Flip cup.'
But always accept the house rules. There are, of course,
trashy moves when it comes to drinking games. Everyone
likes to play a drinking game, but how many different combinations can you put on a list at once? When your name
is on a Beirut list three different times, you might want to
start thinking about quitting.
Trashed means being trashy
When it comes to having chugged too many beers
or downed too many shots, there are two moves you can
make, either the classy one or the trashy one. First, you
must realize when it is time to go back home or to let the
alcohol take hold and be 'that guy' or 'that girl! When you
think you have reached that point in the night it is best to
call a the cab or start dodging Public Safety on the walk
back. Otherwise, when you wake up the next morning
in a strange townhouse, you better book it before those
residents wake up.
Let's face it, when you go out with the intention to
act trashy, you might as well stay for the night.
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Students Debate the NYC Mosque Controversy
Pro-Mosque:
Honor religious freedom
BY DAVID WEIS
STAFF WRITER

We live in a country
where religious tolerance is
an understood, unspoken
and underappreciated facet
of the daily lives of Americans. The ability to worship
one's own God, whether
called God, Yahweh, Adonai
or even Allah, is a core facet
of American freedom.
As an oversimplification of a complex situation,
a Muslim center is slated
for construction several
blocks from Ground Zero in
New York City. This move
has sparked outrage among
typically conservatives and
Republicans across the
country. The center is being
denounced as a "shrine to
terrorism," a "stronghold of
Al Qaeda," and as disrespect
to those killed on 9/11.
A poll taken by The
New York Times, a considerably liberal newspaper,
found that 75 percent of
those interviewed said that
a "house of worship" could
be built near the ruins of
the Twin Towers. When
"house of worship" was
changed to "Muslim community center" in a following question, that number
dropped to 62 percent. 67
percent said the builders
should find another place
to build it.
Responding to those
unexpected results and
figures, one wonders where
our country's founding
values have gone. Will we
so quickly degenerate into
a culture that espouses
intolerance and hatred,
ignorance and malice? We
must look at the reverse of
the situation - how would
Americans react if Muslims
refused to let churches be
built near the site of a Crusade slaughtering?

One must only open a
mainstream paper's opinion or op-ed pages to see
vicious attacks on the proposed "mosque" However,
so many misconceptions
exist as to the purpose of
the building. It is not just a
mosque; it is also a religious
center and a recreation
complex. It is very similar to
the ChristianAmerican
tradition we
know as the
YMCA, an
organization
that pledges
to promote
Christian
religious ideals - YMCA
stands for
"Young Men
Christians
Association."
The hijackers of the
9/11 planes
are a fanatical
branch of
a misunderstood
religion, but
so too are many less-known
religious violence atrocities,
such as the Christian fundamentalist Branch Davidian
sect, the Romanian Orthodox sect responsible for
massacres in the Holocaust
and Bucharest, and even
the Ku Klux Klan. There is
little difference between
religious violence, whether
it be between Muslims,
Christian, Jews, Hindus, or
another religion, and even
fewer differences between
banning churches at the
sites of Christian violence
and banning a Muslim
community center in New
York City.
The supporters and donors of the religious center
are coming under intense
scrutiny by the State De-

partment for fears of having
questionable ties to terrorist
groups. However, the project leader of the mosque
and religious center has
repeatedly implied that no
monies will be accepted
from "anti-American and
un-Muslim" sources, such
as Hamas, al Qaeda or Iran.
My own personal opin-

Anti-Mosque:
Respect the victims of 9/11
BY ALEXANDRIA HEIN
NEWS EDITOR

Hurtful comments
about the Islamic religion
and the people of the
United States are being
made daily by both sides
of the mosque debate. This
is something that Imam
Feisal Abdul Rauf believes
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word "crimes" because he
believes that terrorism is a
grey area.
Mosque supporters
have written in telling
the United States to "stop
being so sensitive." Well, I
believe people would stop
being so "sensitive," as we
are being called, if people
like Pfc. Naser Abdo, a devout Muslim who is
avoiding
deployment to
Afghanistan
citing, "A
Muslim is
not allowed
to participate in an
Islamicly
unjust war,"
would stop
making
some question some
aspects of
the religion.
As
a United
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ion would be a moderate
outlook on the situation, in
that the proposed center
can exist and be built as
long as it takes no money
from less-than-honorable
sources, does not promote the hatred that some
radicalized sects of Islam
preach, and is subject to the
exact same rules that every
religious center, church
and place of worship must
follow. Disallowing the
construction would only exacerbate the already-tense
racial relations and distrust
between the Muslim community and American society, something that would
be detrimental at such a
crucial time in history for
religious understanding.

is positive. Our nation is
divided over his proposed
site for the Community
Center that will feature a
mosque, yet he thinks it's
positive.
Slander about Muslim
extremism, about the
"bigotry" of New Yorkers,
victims, and Americans
who are promoting "religious intolerance," could
be avoided if the site was
moved. Yet Imam Rauf refuses, he believes this entire experience is positive.
Who is this Imam now at
the center of this debate?
He's the religious leader
who on a "60 Minutes"
segment said, "United
States policies were an accessory to the crimes that
happened." He uses the

citizen, he
claims that, "Any Muslim
who knows his religion or
maybe takes into account
what his religion says can
find out very clearly why
he should not participate
in the U.S. military."
If he won't fight in our
military and won't defend
our country, what was
the point in joining? The
military fights to defend
our Constitution, and right
now the war is on terror.
What about religious freedom, free speech, citizenship and anti-terrorism,
does not agree with the
Islamic religion?
There are more
negative incidents being
brought into the spotlight
of course, such as the massacre at Fort Hood in Texas

at the hands of Major Nidal
Malik Hasan. He killed
11 people, wounded 13
and according to Colonel
Terry Lee, "Maybe people
should strap bombs on
themselves and go to
Time Square." Things got
worse as it was reported
that Hasan was also heard
"making outlandish comments condemning our
foreign policy and claimed
Muslims had the right to
rise up and attack Americans."
There is no telling as
to how fresh these events
would be in our minds had
the Muslim religion, a religion of peace, been kept
out of the negative media
light. Really, how could the
Imam be doing good work
for his people if he believes
this kind of slander is positive coverage?
How much could
he care about the United
States knowing that he is
causing a raging civil dispute over his decision to
build and call it positive?
He has the Constitutional
right, which according to
Abdo is not fit for Muslims,
to build his community
center; but morally and for
the benefit of all involved,
I as well as many others,
believe that he needs to
chose a different site.
Before you begin
banging at my door please
understand my point was
simply to point out that
one of my concerns about
the building of the mosque
is the protection of the
Islamic worshippers. I
do not support religious
intolerence, and in order to
avoid more being created, I
again suggest that a different site be chosen.

Letter To The Editor: Keep Politics Out Of The Church
To the Editor:
My name is Molly Leidig and I am a freshman at Fairfield University this year. So far, I love everything about the
school. I am running on the cross country team and I have
met so many wonderful, kind hearted people. I have been
an active, practicing Catholic my whole life. I attend mass
every Sunday and on Holy Days of Obligation.
Last Sunday, I attended mass for the first time since
being here. I went to the 9 p.m. student mass. I was
excited for church because my brothers who are in college
have always told me how uplifting and inspirational college masses can be. We also have such a beautiful chapel
which makes for a great environment for liturgy. I went
into mass with an open mind and was hoping to come out
refreshed and rejuvenated, but unfortunately it had the
opposite effect.
The mass was going smoothly up until the point of the
homily. The priest decided to use the homily as an opportunity to spew his political viewpoints instead of using his
knowledge as a priest to further the students' understanding of Jesus' word. The priest is an authority figure and
highly respected; students at the school look up to him and

he is using his power in a completely inappropriate way.
Father repeatedly brought up "the Fox news crazies; Glen
Beck, Sean Hannity and Rush Limbaugh." As I was sitting
there listening, I almost had the urge to leave. Mass should
not be a place of anger and conflict, but rather a place of
peace and faith. Mass is not a political rally and should not
be used as one. It is not even a matter of whether or not I
agreed with what Father was saying, but rather that Father
was not using his authority in an appropriate manner. Father went into little detail about the actual readings and instead used his homily as an opportunity to push a Liberal
agenda. I found it revolting that Father would be so selfish
as to do such a thing mere minutes before consecrating the
body of Jesus Christ. The point of mass is to reflect, pray
and repent; it is not a political rally. Students should not
be leaving mass with a sour taste in their mouth, it should
be uplifting.
The reason I am writing this is not to disagree with
Father, but rather make it known that I am a freshman and
this is my first experience of mass at Fairfield and I know
there must be other freshman out there who felt the same
as I did after the mass. Fairfield is a Catholic University
and we need to remember that. Fairfield states on their

website, "Fairfield University values each of its students
as an individual with unique abilities and potentials, and
it respects the personal and academic freedom of all its
members. At the same time it seeks to develop a greater
sense of community within itself, a sense that all of its
members belong to and are involved in the University,
sharing common goals and a common commitment
to truth and justice, and manifesting in their lives the
common concern for others which is the obligation of all
educated, mature human beings." Diversity is what makes
the world and this University such a wonderful place.
Every person is entitled to their own opinion and no one
person's opinion is superior to another.
And so I will end with the school motto, "Per Fidem
Ad Plenam Veritatem," meaning "Through faith to full
Truth." That says it all, mass is about faith, not politics.
Faith will lead you to the truth.
Sincerely,
Molly Leidig'14
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BY ANNIE ROONEY
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

He uses a chainsaw to sculpt tree stumps. From a
bald eagle to a loaf of bread, Chris Morris '11 quickly
discovered his new hobby of crafting beautiful wooden
statues at 21 years of age. Throughout this past summer
he has created eight unique sculptures after pursuing the
inspiration he received during a trip to his local garbage
dump in Scarsdale, NY.
"It was a bazaar thing to take on," he says while
looking down at his lap as he twiddled his thumbs. But
what attracts him to the art most isn't the power behind
his 15 pound, 16 inch chainsaw. The organic
nature and preservation of the final
product is what drives this
artist. The priceless
price tag doesn't hurt
either.
The idea
came to him
while visiting

the Scarsdale, NY garbage dump. He watched in awe
as massive tree trunks were shredded into mulch and
was moved by the careless destruction. He wanted to
preserve its natural beauty and he was going to do it with
a chainsaw.
The big stumps found at the dump can weigh from
anywhere between 200 to 700 pounds, making assistance
a necessity. About four friends are invited for a ride in
the pickup truck to help transport the wood to the Morris
Family backyard. His older brother Dan also shares a
passion for woodwork as a carpenter and together these
brothers make fantastic teamwork.
But the transportation is not the first step in this
artistic endeavor. Chris says it all begins with an idea.
In fact, "planning it out takes the longest," he says. After
drawing it out in his mind, he sometimes sketches it on
paper to develop the size and measurements of the
project.
Next comes the wood. He truly loves the
wood. When the wood is in the backyard
with the shining sun, he revs the chainsaw,
and begins to scare his
neighbors.
"Blocking out" is the
first step where Chris uses
different techniques to
develop the foundation
of the sculpture. After
a combined 5 hours of
"blocking out" he might
sand it down with his
grinder tool, or he might
not.
The fine work comes next.
Contributed By: Chris Morris Morris USeS a Dremel tool for

carving. This tool is equipped with a high-speed hand held
rotary to help define the nooks and crannies of the project.
You can buy it at Lowes. The Dremel eased the process of
carving the feathers on his bald eagle.

Peter Caty/ The Mirror

Top: Morris pictured in backyard sculpting area.
Above: Morris sawing away.
Left Final wood sculpture of turtle.
Other finishing touches range from sanding, burning,
or even throwing it down the stairs to dent it up. "I like to
experiment," he admits but the final touch is always with a
brush and a can of stain.
Noise and weather
are the main hindrances
SCULPTING | PAGE 13
to the project. Most
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Song: Mr. Rager
Artist: Kid Cudi
I love Kid Cudi as a whole, but the
beat to this song is definitely one
of my favorites. Although I liked
his first album better then his
latest, this song is one I particularly
enjoy. I'll definitely be at his next
performance on the East Coast.

Song: Supa Dupa Lemonade
Artist: Big Sean

Song: Right Above It
Artist: LU Wayne ft. Drake

This song has been playing on
my laptop from the moment
I heard it. The editing to the
music video is pretty sick too.
I never noticed Big Sean until
one of my friends showed me
this song months ago.

This song has been stuck in my head
ever since it leaked in the summer. It's
great to listen to in the nice weather
while driving with the top down and
windows open or at nighttime while
partying.
Song: Oxford Comma
Artist: Vampire Weekend

*
I've been into this band for a while
now; I'm definitely buying tickets to
their performance at Radio City Music
Hall in NYC for September 16, 2010.1
like this song particularly; It sounds so
upbeat and energetic.

WEEK

Song: Your Love
Artist: Nicki Minaj

Song: Finally Moving
Artist: Pretty Lights
For everyone who couldn't attend Electric
Zoo in New York City this past weekend, I'm
sure this song was blasting in your dorm
room, apartment or beach house at some
point. This song is perfect for just relaxing
on a Sunday morning after the weekend.

It's Worth "Going the Distance" For

Although it seems like a lot of guys
have issues with Nicki, I still like her
music. Her lyrics are hysterical and
so fun to listen to. This song was
released as the first official single
from her debut album and has a lot
of success on the charts so far.

"The American" Stands Alone

BY ERICA CIANCHETTE

BY AIEX WAGNER

STAFF WRITER

STAFF WRITER

With news of Hurricane Earl headed towards Fairfield, my friends and I
decided to escape the soon-to-be stormy weather and take shelter in a movie
theater. We grabbed some popcorn, soda, the essentials and headed towards the
theater marked, "Going the Distance".
As I prepared myself
for a sappy chick flick,
I was quite surprised.
m ffottiwitimjitt
Una
The story of boy meets
girl, boy and girl fall in
love, boy and girl move
far away from each
other, was surprisingly
non-cliche. In fact, the
relationship between
Drew Barrymore's
character and Justin
Long's character was real.
There was no love at first
sight, but in fact a small
quarrel lead to many
drinks and hits from a
bong. And what started
out as a standard hook
up (which most college
students can relate to) led
to a serious relationship
with real hardships and
frustrations.
Both characters had
great chemistry, and
their troubles and pain
was quite convincing
when they began to
realize a long distance
Contributed Photo
relationship is extremely difficult, harder than
they had imagined. Drew Barrymore took the cake with her shockingly funny lines
and out-of-character role (her cute outfits didn't hurt either) and the supporting
actors were also hilarious with their serious yet bizarre insights to relationships in
general.
I took particular interest in this movie since I am in a long-distance
relationship and found myself relating to a lot of the scenarios played out by the
main characters and situations, good and bad, that occur when the person you
love is thousands of miles away. All in all, I really enjoyed this movie and definitely
recommend that you see it, especially with a group of friends.

After the first week of classes ended, I entered the movie theater in Fairfield
hoping for a nice, enjoyable movie, and—surprisingly—the film delivered. Starring
George Clooney the title role, "The American" centers on Jack, an assassin of sorts,
who is constantly shifting from one job to the next due to several violent altercations
with other rogue assassins, with the most recent one involving building a customized
weapon for a client in Italy.
At this point, you'd think that the movie would continue in the traditional
espionage-thriller storyline, with the protagonist stumbling upon some diabolical plot
that will attempt to drastically change the course of history. However, what's different
about thisltim that I find very intriguing is that, unlike all of the other protagonists
we've all grown up with—James Bond, Jack Bauer and Jason Bourne—Jack's drive to
be a superhuman warrior is running thin, and you can see it: each and every day, he
trudges through his monotonous routines with little emotion, grimly surrendering
himself to piecing together guns and shooting assailants in high-speed pursuits.
And yet, he won't express his true persona, with his secret wish to live a normal life
embodied through his passion for butterflies. He says at several points that "he's no
good with machines'! But is it really the machines that he's having trouble with, or
is it the machine that he's turned himself-into? His mind and body have been made
into an unstoppable weapon,
eradicating nearly every link
he has left to being human. It
eventually takes the involvement
of, ironically, a priest and a
prostitute (both with their own
issues of superficiality) for him to
finally move past this facade and
realize who he wants to be.
Can he move out of this life,
though, before it catches up to
him? I'll leave that question for you
to answer, for the ending is simply
too good. George Clooney portrays
this rogue agent in a darker light
in which I've never seen him play
any other character, and combined
with the aesthetic set pieces of
Italy, the film truly expresses the
loneliness of the title character
and his quest for understanding. I
highly recommend it for those of
you who are looking for something
a little out of the ordinary the next
time you're at the movie theater.
d Photo
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Remember the big Kool-Aid man that would burst through your wall and bring
you juice? Well say hello to the Grapist.

WKUK-Oriplit

BY DEVON PORRINO
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
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A hilarious look into the minds of guys and what they really think about girls.

Creepy at first, and then just absolutely hilarious.
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Not only is the dance ridiculous, but so is the ending of this video.
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This is too good to be true, and has been turned into a song that is just as funny.
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townships enforce noise codes, which Chris is respectively familiar with, so
production is never done too early or two late in the day. And with his workbench
located in his roof-less and open backyard, production is stalled on a rainy day.
Chris comes off as a simple person, in his casual washed out t-shirt and dark
framed glasses. His productions have been very literal but he's anticipating branching
out into the playfulness of abstract art. While someone might get angry and quit when
the wood cracks or the sap of a Fern tree seeps out,.Ciwis embraces it and continues.
"I've known him for two years here at Fairfield and never would I have expected
Chris to pick up this hobby, its too eccentric," says close friend and roommate
Matthew Engle '11. "But when he showed me his first piece I knew it was his niche."
The diversity of the hobby is mind blowing and cumbersome for any amateur
but a little leisure reading and online research brought Morris right up to speed. His
beautiful creations are nothing short of masterpieces. He's currently working on a
Louis Vuitton stiletto shoe for his sister Liz's Manhattan apartment and is anxious to
master the totem pole one day.

FEEL A LITTLE BROKEN?

TALK TO A COUNSELOR
CALL (203) 254.4000 ML 2146
"toot in" bcriMBii - 4 (Ml Mo«& - M*(r (no i»eJmi»*< MKW)
Confidential, Private, No charge
•El*
fc

RED HEART UNIVERSITY
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TICKETS ON SALE
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER WTM'AT

1 2PM

:$22 GENfeRAL ADMISSION
FOR TICKETS & MORE INFO
846 OR VISIT WWW.SHUTIC
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I'm a Freshman at Fairfield, and I love it. But after a couple of weeks
being of here, I can feel homesickness settling in. It's not that I don't have
fun and enjoy the company of everyone here, but I miss my family and life at
home. Also, my girlfriend lives at home and I really miss her, which in turn
makes me miss home. What should I do?
Thanks,
Homesick

Dear Homesick,
First of all, welcome to Fairfield! Your home for the next
four years. Now, don't fret when I say that. I call it home
because I promise that in enough time it truly will feel like another home. However, this doesn't mean that at the beginning
it isn't normal to feel homesick, especially with someone
you're in love with back home. As much as it hurts to be
homesick I have some good news for you; it'll slowly
fade away.

you'll find yourself in an amazing group of people where you
feel comfortable and right at home. And when you go home for
breaks, it may sound funny now, but you'll see that you'll miss
your friends at Fairfield.

When first getting to college, you're so used to your
life at home, your friends at home, hell even your chores
you left at home. It's easy to sit and think about all
these things you miss when you're sitting in class and
trying to find where you fit in. I suggest joining a
club, an intramural sport, or even leaving your door
opened to meet more people.

As far as your girlfriend, family, and even pets, they will
still be there when you go home, which is the best part! Of
course still keep in touch with them as much as possible,
but make sure you're also getting out there and making new friends, experiences and memories. After all,
these are the best four years of our lives.
Disclaimer: This column is for entertainment only.
The author is a student, not a licensed therapist, and
this column is not intended to take the place of professional advice. The views expressed are the author's and are
not necessarily shared by The Mirror or its staff.

Over time, you'll go to parties, begin working
on group work with people from class, and those
people will become your friends. Soon enough,

Suzanne McHenry is no feather in the wind.
Every day, she rises with the sun to run with the homeless.
Every day she's feeding f}er life, her career and her future.
Feed your future at www.pwc.tv

PRICEWATERHOUSEQOPERS

0

© 2010 PricewatertiouseCoopers LLR All rights reserved. "PricewaterhouseCoopers" refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (a Delaware limited liability partnership) or, as the context requires, the PricewaterhouseCoopers global network or other member firms of the
network, each of which is a separate and independent legal entity. We are proud to be an Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Coffee Break

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
44 Medieval shield
46 Before (Lat.)
49 Culm (2 words)
55 Fiddler crab
genus
56 Snake (pref.)
57 Unfledged bird
58 Centers for
Disease Control
(abbr.)
59 Love (Lat.)
60 Tooth (Lat.)
61 Exclamation

ACROSS
1 Israelite tribe
4 Biblical giants
8 Universe (pref.)
12 Stitchbird
13 Synthetic
rubber
14 Table scraps
15 Eg. god ot
pleasure
16 Tallow (2
words)
18 Madame
Bovary
20 Commotion
21 Padded jacket
under armor
25 Son of Zeus
29 Dish (2 words)
32 Ganda dialect
33 Agent (abbr.)
34 Indian sacred
fig
36 "Blue Eagle"
37 Ravjne
39 Immense
41 Swelling
43 State (Ger.)
1

2

12

6
7

,3

15
18

W
21

■l■
22

10 As written in
music
11 Mountain
standard time
(abbr.)
17 Amer. Dental
Assn. (abbr.)
19 Pointed (pref.)
22 End

1
17

23

10

11

26

27

28

"

24
32

■■

31

■34

37

38

41
44

45

51

59

36
40

1
■■ ■
53

52

1

56

35

39

42

50

9
8

20

30

33

49

5

4

3

29

DOWN
1 Deride
2 Attentiongetting sound
3 Raze
4 Amer. Bar
Assn. (abbr.)
5 Pigeon
6 Black cuckoo
7 Hindu god of
love
8 Banner
9 Yellow ide

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS 3UZZLE
R I D D
R 0 C
R A S E
I D E E
A C H
E D A M
D A 0
F E E T
G A B I
T A P E T I
P A L M E R
IS A C AW E
I N IT I A Ll E T A A C
c A B| |L I V| |D A N
A B OM A IL E C T E R N
H A E|
|A B D
L A N N E R
I D A L I A
E T A T
A B C
B A B E
K A L
A M 0 I
0 M A R
E S E
X E N 0
L A S S

54

.

57

60

©2010 Satori Publishing

23 Auricular
24 Rom. historian
26 Build
27 Irish sweetheart
28 Hall (Ger.)
29 Created
30 Old-fashioned
oath
31 Beer ingredient
35 Afr. worm
38 Vomiting
40 Drain
42 Amer. Cancer
Society (abbr.)
45 Habituated
47 Alternating
current/direct
current (abbr.)
48 Apiece
49 Tibetan gazelle
50 Revolutions per
minute (abbr.)
51 Exclamation
52 Nautical chain
53 Belonging to

(sun

54 Manuscripts
(abbr.)
46

47

1

48

55
58

e,
A3
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Sudoku
Fill in the grid so that every row, column and
3x3 box contains the numbers 1 through 9.

9

6
7 3 9
4
3 8

5 6
2
6
9 1 2
3
1
6
4 5
9 7 3
3
6
7
3 9 7
8 2
1
8
©2010 Satori Publishing

Answer to Sudoku

1
5
9
6
3
2
8
4
7

4
6
2
9
7
8
5
3
1

3
8
7
1
5
4
2
9
6

8
1
6
2
4
5
3
7
9

9
2
3
7
6
1
4
5
8

5
7
4
3
8
9
6
1
2

2
3
5
8
9
7
1
6
4

6
9
1
4
2
3
7
8
5

7
4
8
5
1
6
9
2
3

Can't Wait For Next Issue
For The Answers... You
Can Find Them At
www.fairfieldmirror.com

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

SHACK

LAST SEMESTER.

SO GO AHEAD AND TRADE IT IN.
THESHACK

TRADE SAVE

Career Corner

Employer Application Deadlines:
Fail Internship - Business Management Legg Mason
Connectivity Consultant
|$ Castle Software, LLC
First Investors Corp.
Financial Services Representative
Ernst* Young IIP
FSO Assurance Staff
Ernst & Young LLP
FSO Assurance Summer Intern
Ernst* Young LLP
FSO Assurance Winter Intern
Ernst* Young LLP
NESA Assurance Intern
Ernst* Young LLP
NESA Assurance Staff
NESA Tax Intern
Ernst* Young LLP
Ernst* Young LLP
NESA Tax Staff

09/17/2010
09/30/2010
09/30/2010
09/30/2010
09/30/2010
09/30/2010
09/30/2010
09/30/2010
09/30/2010
09/30/2010

Be sure to vis it Experience (eRmuitJng) for details and updates
http:/Mifieid,experkf)ce,com

BRING YOUR ELIGIBLE WORKING ELECTRONICS

INTO THE SHACK AND GETA GIFT CARD:
With our Trade & Save program, you can get
the best for less! All you have to do is bring in
your eligible electronics and The Shack will
give you a gift card for the appraised value. It's

SHACK*

JOBLESS
"W0£ SAVE

the best way to get the newest gear for less.

Workshops
Sept, 8
Sept 9
Sept 14

4:00-5:00
4:00-5:00
4:00-5:00

Experience Workshop
Experience Workshop
Experience Workshop

CPC Resource Room
CPC Resource Room
CPC Resource Room

Drop In Hours in the Career Planning Center
Sept 10
Sept 17
Sept 24
Sept 29

1:30-4:00
130-4300
1:30-4:00
9:00 AM-12:00 P.M

1:30P.MC4:00 PM

" "MtaHwrt

Resume Review at Jazzman's
Sept21
Sept 22

loj
Mobile Phones

MP3 Players

Cameras &
Camcorders

GPS Receivers

Game Consoles
& Games

877 Post Road East
Westport, (203) 226-9355

RadioShack

"Value will be given on a RadioShack Gift Card. Products must be in working condition and able to "power on" in order to be
appraised. Appraisal is offered at the sote discretion of The Shack Trade & Save Program and is based on the device's condition,
applicable processing fees and trade in of any induded chargers, cables or other accessories. Ail exchanges are final. Trade-in
program not available where prohibited by local law. See participating stores for details.
N100013-3ABS

Sophomore Success Information Session
Sept 20

5:30 - 7:00

Keiley Center Presentation Room

Come and leam about this 9 week program that wil meet on Mondays during the fell semester.
Participants will leam about resumes, interviewing, study abroad, grad school and much more while
getting to know other sophomores and sharing some laughs,

Visit your nearest RadioShack:
2071 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield, (203) 367-2868

11:30 AM -1:30 PM
1130 AM-1:30 PM

Fall Career Fair:
Dress: Suits or Business Casual

Bring Plenty of Resumes

Coffee Break
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He Said 2.0

Speaking on behalf of the'taurens"

Speaking on behalf of the "Mikes"

Disclaimer: While The Mirror seeks to accurately
reflect student life at Fairfield, this column is meant
for humor and to provide entertainment only. It
does not accurately reflect every student's opinion
on campus.

"Moving In"

The words "Move-In Day" are terrible and usually have us running for the hills
faster than gents hearing the words "I love you." But I'm here to tell you that it
doesn't have to be bad. You can learn to love that day and embrace it,
like going with the ugly guy for his awesome car.
A plan is essential to move-in day. Most of you probably
moved in without a plan because you were excited to see
your friends without the Facebook logo over their head.
Well, for those of you who have another year here (my
condolences) I'm here to whip you into shape.
Step 1: Make a list. I can't stress the importance
of a list enough. I mean, Goddess forbid you forget that
oh-so essential coupon to Vicky's or that can't-live-without water bottle of Smirnoff cranberry (yum).
Step 2: Pack smartly. The reason we're better than the
males of the species is because we take the time to figure
out how certain things fit into tight places, instead of just
shoving it all in at once. So make time, 'kay?
Step 3: Organize. After you get all the bags inside,
take the time to unpack. Spread out all your items and
decide on a proper place for them. Don't be like my first
year roommate who put shot glasses next to her crucifix.
I mean, I'm sure Jesus would love a shot but that's just
not very Catholic.
Hope you take this to heart and have a super year.
And remember, ladies, moving in is something else
we're just naturally better at, so don't be too mean when
you see a guy's messy room. Just offer them the same kind
words you do after a bad night: "I'm sure it'll get better."

What's with everybody stressing out
about move-in day? After hauling in the
four crates of poptarts and instant mac and
cheese that will keep me going for the
week, my job is practically done. But I
shouldn't rush through things, because I
would not want to neglect some vital responsibilities involved with settling in.
Task 1: Assemble the Xbox 360 So that I can get to playing Call of Duty
right away before moving onto tasks
that will require much more forethought and meditation.
Task 2: Position the Pong table - This
rickety fold-up table will serve as the center of socialization for the next 8 months.
Task 3: Hang up posters - It may seem
frivolous, but how else can I ensure visitors understand my profound affinity for
pseudo-reggae music and the female form.
With these three undertakings completed I can now sit back and unwind. It only
took 25 minutes, how is it that my sister is
still moving in 5 hours after we got here?
What's this? Oh, good thing mom packed my
clothes, totally would have forgotten about
that.

Amber Nowak - Junior - Art
Histoy & Journalism Major

Adam Newson - Senior - English Major

Photo by Andoni Flores/ The Mirror
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epiember
Happenings

Broadway Tickets

MJU
Buses leave Alumni
4:30 Sept-16th

Interested in running for
senate or class council?
Get your packets now
outside of FUSA Office
and start your campaign!
Due: Sept. 17th

Thursday Sept. 9th
7*00 PM Oak Room

Know someone who made a positive impact on campus?
Nominate them to be a Campus Hero and get some perks and a
dinner with Von Arx! Log on to www.fairfield.edu/fusa under the
Miscellaneous tab to get a nomination form.
Then return the completed form to BCC 212.
Nominate NOW for the first Campus Heroes!

Become our fan on facebook! (j

Sports
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
THE WEEK THAT WAS IN FAIRFIELD ATHLETICS

INTRODUCING...
Kelly Boudreau
Soccer
STAG SPORTS ROUND-UP
Women's Volleyball notched their first win of the 2010 season when
they beat South Dakota in their first game of the Hampton Inn & Suites
Northern Colorado Classic. The Stags finished the weekend with losses
to Georgia, Northern Colorado and Missouri-Kansas City.
Field Hockey picked up their first win of the fall with a 2-1 win
over Missouri State in the Dartmouth Classic. Anne Nieuwenhuis and
Amanda Sullivan scored goals to lead the Stags. Field Hockey plays their
first home game this Wednesday at 4 PM against Lehigh.
Men's Soccer opened with a loss to Albany, but bounced back
and played to a 2-2 draw with Bradley, who has yet to lose this season.
Adam Cowen and David Piedrahita scored for the Stags. Check the back
page of The Mirror for coverage of the Tuesday night game against Yale.
Women's Soccer has started hot, winning their first three games of
the season. The Stags have knocked off Bryant, Binghamton and American on their way to a strong start. On Monday, the Stags experienced
their first loss at #22 Georgetown of the Big East.

CROSS COUNTRY

Both Men's and Women's Cross Country Earn Second
Place in Marist Invitational
At the Marist College Invitational at Bowdoin Park on September 4,
the Stags opened their 2010 season by each earning a second place finish.
Marist took the women's event with 16 points, followed by Fairfield with
46. Marist won the men's event with 16 points, followed by Fairfield with
48.

« The Bio: Boudreau, a junior from Farmington, CT is a marketing major and English minor. In the 2010 season she was selected to serve as team captain. She has been a member of the
Athletic Department's 3.0 Club in each of her last three semesters and has earned Dean's List status in the Fall 2009 semester.
«lhe Props: As goalkeeper, Boudreau did not yield a goal in her
leading the Stags to a strong start to their season against Bryant,
Binghamton and American. The junior has a career goals against
average of 0.96, which is currently the best in program history. In
her past seasons as a Stag she has posted 22 victories, 15 shutouts and 191 saves over the course of her 41 career games.
« The Outlook: She will look to continue her strong play in net
when the Stags host Boston College this Friday at Lessing Field.

WHAT TO WATCH FOR
Women's Soccer
Come out to Lessing Field this Friday, September 10th as women's soccer batdes ACC foe Boston College. Coach Jim O'Brien's
club will look to continue their strong start in non-conference
play against the Eagles, who are ranked #7 in the country.

9-11 tribute

Thursday 9/9
&

Friday 9/10 in
BCC Traffic
Circle

Plant a flag in memory and
honor of those
involved in September 11
tragedies.
Free - All Welcome

Sports
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Welcome Back Edition:
Your 2010-2011 3x5 Columnists
Tom Fitzpatrick, Tommy Polise,
and Jack Meagher.

PORTS 3x
HB—

TOMMY POLISE
DELIVERY BOY

Why did you want to be
in the Sports 3x5?

How do you feel about
Kristen and Sasha as your
editors?

Sasha offered weekly use
of The Mirror credit card
to help fund the Reacharound Keg Foundation.

My heart always skips a
T.C. Williams High School
beat or two when I walk in Titans.
The Mirror office.

I only have to write a
sentence or two.

They are total babez.

..... .... _: .
SashaandKristen, duh.
JACK MEAGHER
SUNDAY NIGHT

4£J|

.

What's your favorite
sports team?

What's your favorite sport
to watch at Fairfield?

If you could spend one
day with any Fairfield
sports coach, who would
it be?

Road bowling matches,
preferably several states
away.

Club juggling coach,
Tommy "The Sloth" Polise

TheNewYorkGiants.

Intramuralbasketball.

Ed Cooley. My game could
use some help.

Soon to be Super Bowl
Champions, The New York
Jets.

The ellipticals at the
RecPlex.

Obvious choice: Ed
Cooley, men's basketball.
Sleeper choice: David
Brancati, men's club soccer co-captain.

. .

They are two lovely lady
Stags.

CONTRIBUTOR

o
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A Welcome to Stags Sports

BY TOM FITZPATRICK
SPORTS COLUMNIST

Welcome all to the land of the Stags. My name's Tom
Fitzpatrick and I'm going to try and keep you all updated
on all that is worthy of note in the world of Fairfield
sports.
Almost every day of every week, there will be something happening on campus that anyone can check out.
Off the top of my head, men's soccer is in the midst
of an extended home stand and they return the top
three goal scorers from last season's MAAC champions.
As the year flies by (and it will), I'll do my best to
touch on what's happening in the wide world of sports,
both in and outside of our campus walls.
Another Fairfield team to keep an eye on this fall will
be both the mens' and womens' sides of the cross country
program.
Coach John Sagnelli has taken impressive measures
of bulking up recruiting classes and the results from the
past two years show that this program is heading in the

right direction.
On the men's side, senior Ben Heslin plus juniors
Steve "Pre" Flanagan and Vin Ferrer form an imposing
nucleus that should help the Stags to a Top 3 or 5 finish
in the MAACs this year.
Contrast that when none other than myself was
helping the Stags to a 9th place finish as a freshman,
and it becomes very evident that Sagnelli is leading this
program to unprecedented heights.
The women's side also returns the core from last
year's team, including Kristen Golen.
There are a few races on campus this year, including this Saturday at The Fairfield Invitational.
If you live on campus, you can probably see part of
the race from your bed as you go over the questionable
life decisions made the previous night.
In addition to watching the NCAA sports on campus, there are plenty of ways for those of you grammar
school all-stars to relive your glory days in intramurals.
Check the wall in the RecPlex for a full schedule.
Even if you don't want to play, coming down to the

field to watch the guys who mistake Men's A Flag Football with SuperBowl XLV is always a treat as well.
There are multiple divisions for many of the sports
offered though, but look out for team Boom Goes the
Dynamite in co-ed soccer, co-ed basketball, and Men's
A league basketball.
If there's anyone out there who is too good for
intramurals, we have a bunch of club sports as well that
aren't as demanding as an NCAA sport. Check out the
wall at the RecPlex for more information on that as well.
There are many big things to look forward to down
the road; namely, men's basketball making a run to end
a long NCAA tournament drought.
But for now, check out www.fairfieldstags.com for
all schedules and game results.
Try to come out and support your friends - they
bust their butts on a daily basis and deserve some fans
in the stands.
GO STAGS!
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;HE SAID IT.

"I want to see progress and
improvement in the team and
I've seen that."

—Men's head soccer coach, Carl Rees says
about his team after their game against
Univeristy ofAlbany last week
GAME OF THE WEEK

Women's Volleyball will head to
College Park, Md. for the Maryland
Invitational that begins this Friday,
Sept. 10.

Stags Ready to Attack the MAAC

BY STEVE FLANAGAN
STAFF WRITER

The summer months are often filled with exciting times:
kicking back with old high school buds, road trips to see
friends from Fairfield, days and weeks spent at the shore living the G.T.L. routine, concerts to party at, and boring internships that are so crucial for beefing up a resume.
However, while the life of relaxation is in full swing for
most Fairfield students, many of the school's student-athletes are hard at work preparing for the upcoming year.
All of the university's fall sports return early to begin
team training before the remainder of the school returns to
our sweet little corner of Connecticut.
I interviewed a few of these fall athletes to learn a little
more about the preseason training lifestyle.
The interviewees included: Howie Rosas, a freshman on
the cross country team; Brianna Dixion, a sophomore on the
women's volleyball team; Caitlin O'Donnell, a junior on the
field hockey team, and Todd Rutledge, a senior on the men's
soccer team.

Howie Rosas (Freshman) Cross Country:
How often were preseason practices and when did they
begin?
Practice started on August 22nd with a two mile time
trial as conditioning testing. Double session training, approximately two hours a session are the norm with Coach
Sagnelli.
Being a freshman, was there a difficult transition into the
collegiate lifestyle with the added demands of running?
When I showed up on campus for preseason, the team
did an awesome job bringing us in and we got right into
training. It was great to know if any of the freshmen had a
problem with anything the team would help immediately.
What was your most difficult workout in preseason?
We did over 90 miles in the first week we arrived on
campus, but the hardest workout was a repeat mile workout
in which each set consists of two miles in about 13 minutes
for rest and a mile hard that was anywhere between 5:23 to
5:08. We did three sets of this followed by a mile cool down.
What are you most excited for this upcoming season?

Preseason's Over: Let the Games Begin
I am undoubtedly most excited for MAAC Championships (Oct. 29th at Hammonasset Park in Madison, CT). I
chose Fairfield over other schools to make us a contender in
conference and place in the top three.
Brianna Dixion (Sophomore) Volleyball:
How often were preseason practices and when did they
begin?
We got to school August 8th and had double session
practices everyday except Sunday. The practices totaled to
about 6 hours per day.
Your team lost three time All-MAAC First Teamer Katie
Mann, how can you go about teplacing her, both individually
and as a team?
Katie was always good about lighting a fire under the
rest of the team. Winning wasn't just a possibility, it was going to happen. As a team we need to find a way to get that attitude back. Individually, I can just lead by example, if I can
score points then that can trigger the entire team's success.
What was your most difficult workout in preseason?
Testing with Strength and Conditioning Coach Spellman was the hardest part of preseason. It's ten 100 yard
sprints in under 15 seconds with 30 seconds rest. It's mentally tough, more than anything, especially freshman year
when you don't know what's coming.
What are you most excited for this upcoming season?
Making the NCAA tournament. The past two years
we've won the MAAC regular season, but lost in the MAAC
tournament. That can't happen again this year, so I'm most
excited to have a chance and win MAACs (Nov. 18th at Disney Wide World of Sports in Lake Buena Vista, FL)!
Caitlin O'Donnell (Junior) Field Hockey:
How often were preseason practices and when did they
begin?
We got to school August 15th, and had practice twice a
day, for a total of six hours, until our first scrimmage against
Quinnipiac.
Last year your team won almost 40 percent more games
when scoring at least two goals. This year yourfirst victory
came in a game when Fairfield scored two goals. What can be
done on the defensive side to help the offense's attack?
We need to have better communication amongst each

other and to try harder to push up in back to be able to play a
more offensive game.
What was your most difficult workout in preseason?
The very first day we had testing with Coach Spellman,
a scrimmage, more testing, and then another scrimmage. It
was definitely the hardest day because our coaches are being
more disciplinary than in the past.
What are you most excited for this upcoming season ?
Our game against Sacred Heart (Sept. 10th at Sacred
Heart in Fairfield, CT) is definitely going to be the most
exciting. We beat them last year and there's a strong rivalry
growing between the two teams because we're both from the
same town.
Todd Rudedge (Senior) Soccer:
How often were preseason practices and when did they
begin?
We got to campus on August 18th and had practice twice
a day until school began. We had two preseason matches in
that time against Farleigh Dickinson and Quinnipiac.
The first seven games of the year are on campus this
season. Do you think that gives your team an advantage in
regard to the whole season?
Yes. Playing at home is always an advantage, especially
with having a big supporting crowd. Not having to travel in a
bus also helps us better prepare for games by allowing us to
rest and get better pregame meals.
What was your most difficult workout in preseason?
The hardest workout in preseason was the fitness testing with Coach Mark Spellman. It consisted of a one mile
run, followed by a 300 meter shuttle run, then an agility test
and finished off with as many 100 yard sprints you can do
in 15 seconds with 45 seconds rest. After each set often, the
rest time goes down.
Whatareyou most excitedfor this upcoming season?
The MAAC season. As a senior I want to win the MAAC
again and play in the NCAA tournament one more time. I'm
also looking forward to playing some top teams like Boston
College (Sept. 14th, 7pm, at Lessing Field on campus)!

Head to fairfieldstags.com for schedules, coverage and
results of all Fairfield varsity sports.
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The Fairfield men's soccer team rushes the field and comes together in celebration after Senior Defensemen Erik Ilisije scored the winning goal Tuesday night against Yale.

Stags Finally Get The Win The Deserve
Ilisije Scores 2 To Beat
Yale In Overtime
BY DAN LEITAO
MANAGING EDITOR

Erik Ilisije ' 11 rocketed a goal past
Yale Keeper Thalman to give Fairfield
the win in the 101st minute of overtime
against Yale last night.
Ilsiije goal was assisted by Nuno
Rodrigues '13 who flicked a long ball
from Keeper Michael O'Keeffe '13.
The Stags went down a goal during the first half after Yale Midfielder
Andy Shorten placed the ball in the net
behind Stags Keeper O'Keeffe in the
28th minute.
The goal was a result of Yale's Eric
Meyer's corner kick which Fairfield's defense failed to clear whilst it was bouncing around the box.
Coach Carl Rees commented on
Ilisije contributing of two goals saying, "He is a big man.... it's not pretty
sometimes with a big man but honestly
he is effective."
Ilisije netted his first goal of the
night by sending a header past Yale
keeper Thalman with only 20 minutes
left in the game giving Fairfield the
tying goal. This unassisted header came
bouncing off the ground after senior
Todd Rutledge had sent a shot flying
into the upper 90 from 30 yards out.
This game gives the Stags their first
win of the season bringing their record
to 1-1-1. Yale was Fairfield's most formidable opponent after Fairfield lost to

Senior Erik Ilisije tied the game with 20 minutes left in regulation.
Albany 2-0 and tied Bradley 2-2.
Senior Jean Fauchet had another
impressive game after playing a key role
throughout all three of the past games.
He continues to showcase his
strong ability to deliver the ball to where
he wants to on the field.
Fauchet along with the other back

four have continually kept the Stags in
the game even after they have fallen
behind with strong defensive play.
In the past three games, Senior
David Pidrahita has done well in his role
as captain by helping to lead the Stags
to their first win.
Todd Rudedge also had a large

Yuri Sendzimir/The Mirror
impact on the game last night against
Yale placing the ball on net from far out
multiple times, even resulting in one of
the goals.
Rees thanked the fan's for their
support noting how happy he was to see
a strong crowd for the third game of the
season.
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